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Conference Finance  
 
 
 



 
  

Conference Treasurer’s Role 
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To manage the conference finances in accordance with: 
– IEEE policies 

– Local tax laws 

– US Tax laws  

Develop a conference budget and update it as needed  

Manage all conference finances with a goal of producing at least a 
20% surplus. 

Managing the overall process of collecting revenues, and paying 
expenses on time 

Documenting all financial transactions 
– In accordance with generally accepted accounting principals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The responsibilities of an IEEE conference treasurer include managing finances in accordance with IEEE policy, with local tax laws of the state or country in which the event takes place, and US tax laws which apply to all conferences because of IEEE’s status as a US-based organization.  The Treasurer will also develop the conference budget and update as conference planning progresses and revenue and expense projections change.  When creating this budget, you’ll most likely want to aim for 20% surplus over expenses, and try to manage funding accordingly throughout the event.  IEEE policy suggests that all conferences SHOULD budget to produce at least 20% surplus, but please note that there are some events and some organizational units where that guideline may not apply.  As the conference gets closer and eventually occurs, the Treasurer is responsible for managing revenue collection and for paying all vendors in a timely manner.  Finally, the treasurer is responsible for documenting all financial transactions.  We’ll talk about what that entails later on in this training, but the most important thing to remember is to save all transaction support, like receipts or invoices.



 
  

Conference Finance Timeline 
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Budgeting, 
Banking & 
Insurance  

 
18-12 Months* 

Contracts 
Negotiations 

 
18-6 Months* 

Transaction 
Processing  
(paying bills, 

receiving deposits) 
  

6 Months* 

Closing your 
Conference  
Post Event 

  
0-6 Months 

Reporting is ongoing as you update budgets and reforecast revenue 
and expenses  

*Prior to conference start date 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All conferences should get their budgeting and banking figured out prior to entering into any spending agreements.  For most conferences, 12-18 months prior to the event is the time when those decisions are made.  Over the next several months you’ll identify the vendors your conference will use, entering into contracts in accordance with IEEE policy.  The few months immediately before and after the conference are likely the busiest time, as registration revenue pours in and different vendors must be paid for services rendered.  By six months after the conference’s conclusion, all vendors should be paid, the conference bank account should be closed and final financials should be submitted.  This timeline can change based on several factors, including how large the conference is—bigger conferences will likely need to start earlier than smaller conferences-- or conference location, as conferences taking place in Europe or Asia may involve additional complexity.
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Budgeting 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let’s take a deeper dive into the topic of budgeting, which will be one of the first tasks you handle as a treasurer.



 
  

Conference Budget 
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Budget timeline 

Tips for creating a budget 

Budget Tool - Conference 
Budget Planning Worksheet  

Budget submission process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
:First we’ll talk about the timeline on which you want to create your budget, then I’ll give a few tips for creating a budget.  Finally I’ll introduce you to the conference budget planning worksheet and talk about how to submit your budget to IEEE MCE Business Operations.



 
  

Budget Milestone Dates 
Timing Can Vary Based on Conference Size  
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One Year before conference:  

Submit your initial budget to Conference Operations after your 
conference is approved  

Six Weeks before conference:  

Submit budget update - the majority of registration has occurred 

 

One Month post conference:  

Submit budget update (forecast)  – all expenses may not be fully 
paid yet  

Six Months post conference:  

Submit budget update (Final Financial Report) – all payments have 
been made and account balances are zero  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again timing can vary based on the particulars of your event, but just about all conferences should have a first pass budget submitted to MCE Business Operations by one year prior to the start of the event.  Ideally a budget should be submitted shortly after the conference is approved and before committing to any significant expenditures.  About 6 weeks prior to your conference, IEEE requests that you submit a pre-conference update, showing your most recent financial projections.  Roughly 6 weeks pre-conference is chosen because by that time your pre-registration is likely to be closed meaning you’ll have a pretty good idea how conference attendance will turn out, and you’ll also have agreements with most of your vendors by that point.  Then, about one month after the event concludes, a post-conference forecast is requested.  While you’ll likely have some more disbursements to make by that time, chances are you’ll have a good idea of how the conference performed overall.  By 6 months post-conference, or as soon as all financial transactions are completed, a final financial report should be submitted outlining all of the actual revenue and expense items for the event.



 
  

Budget Milestone Dates (continued) 
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Submit a new budget if any 
significant revenue or expense 
items changes  
Some Examples 

– Attendance forecast projects a 
substantial increase or major decline 

– Venue change 

– Natural disaster 

– Labor strikes 

– An extreme currency valuation change 

 

 

 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a general rule, IEEE requests that you submit an updated budget projection any time there are significant changes to your financial projections for the event.  For instance if your pre-registration greatly exceeds expectations which indicates that attendance will likely be better than expected, IEEE wants to know so that we can report accurate financial information.  Conversely if an external factor like a natural disaster or a political upheaval of some kind threatens attendance, we want to know that too, and in many cases we may be able to assist you.  



 
  

How to Create a Conference Budget 
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Develop your initial conference budget prior to making any 
financial commitments 

The budget should generate at least a 20% surplus 

Use your historical expense and revenue actuals as a baseline 
and make necessary adjustments  
– Account for anticipated differences due to a change in location 

– Identify all major revenue and expense items 

– Expense: Venue, food beverage, audio visual etc. 

– Revenue: Registration, tutorials, grants and exhibits 

For a first time conference, develop realistic projections 
– Obtain quotes from vendors to project expenses  

– Contact the Conference Business Operations team for               
assistance 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, it’s important to develop your initial budget prior to making any financial commitments.  You’ll want to have a clear picture of all or most of the expenditures for the conference before committing to any spending.  For instance, you may have a particular venue or hotel in mind, but when you add the venue cost to all of the other projected costs, you may realize that covering these costs would mean the conference must charge attendees an exorbitant registration fee.  Therefore, you may look at other venues, or try to find other ways to reduce expenses.  Remember that your first budget is not set in stone and some changes as the conference progresses are expected…. ….. Most conferences should be budgeting to generate 20% surplus over expenses.  So if your total conference expenses are projected to be $100,000 USD, you’d want to budget for surplus of $20,000 USD or more.  Again, this is not a hard and fast rule for all events, as some conferences and some organizational units may be willing to sponsor conferences that project to have less than 20% surplus, or even no surplus at all.  But as a general  guideline, most events are shooting for 20% or better…..When creating your budget, you want to use the historical information you have at your disposal and then account for major changes, like moving from a small city to a big city or moving to a different country.  Some of the major expenses an event usually incurs include the venue, food and beverage and audio visual, while major revenue sources typically include conference registration, tutorial registration, grants and donations or exhibits.To assist in making projections, its often helpful to get some quotes from relevant vendors.  But the most important point I want to make in this slide is that our team, Conference Business Operations, can be of assistance.  We see the budgets and actuals for hundreds of conferences every year.  Chances are pretty good that we’ve seen at least one and maybe several  conferences in recent years that have a similar profile and/or location to your event, so we’ll be able to give you some background information on how much you’re looking at spending for audio visual support, for example.  In situations where you may be struggling to come up with projections, feel free to contact the Business Operations group at any time for some insight.
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Banking 
Insurance 
 



 
  

Banking Options 
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Open an IEEE Concentration Banking (CB) – 
recommended option –  
– If the majority of your transactions are in USD$ or Canadian 

dollars, this is the most efficient option and best for IEEE 

Open a conference account at your local bank 
– One account specifically for the conference 

Fiscal Agent Representation 
– Current practice that has been utilized effectively when 

partnering with other non- profit organizations  

Use a Section account  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IEEE conferences have several options for managing their banking.  The recommended option is opening an IEEE Concentration Banking account.  Concentration accounts are available in US Dollars or Canadian Dollars, so if the majority of your transactions will be in one of those currencies, there’s a good chance that a Concentration Account will be a good fit for your conference … If a CB account won’t work for you, another option is to open an account specifically for the conference at your local bank….  For some events, a 3rd party account with Fiscal Agent Representation may be the most sensible option.  Especially in cases where IEEE is partnering with a University or other not-for-profit to organize the event, it may make sense for that other entity to manage the conference funds and so a fiscal agent agreement may be best.  If none of these options can work for a particular event, a section account may be the only way to go.



 
  

Concentration Banking Account 
Available in either US Dollars (USD) or Canadian Dollars (CAD) 
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The IEEE Concentration Banking account works like a standard 
checking account. You make deposits, write checks, and earn 
interest on the daily ending balance.  

You can view your statements online and will receive a 
Concentration Banking Card. Organizers interested in using IEEE 
Concentration Banking Program  
– Contact the Conference Business Operations Team and request the necessary forms 

and a Concentration Banking debit card. Include the conference record number in 
the e-mail's subject line 

IEEE Merchant Lending Program & Credit Card Processing services 
for conferences are designed to work seamlessly with 
Concentration Banking, making registration for your event easy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a closer look at the IEEE Concentration Banking program.  Though it is managed by IEEE Treasury in conjunction with Wells Fargo Bank, an IEEE Concentration Banking Account functions just like an ordinary checking account.  You’ll be able to write checks and make deposits at a local bank branch and you’ll be able to view your account statements online.  You’ll also receive a debit card which can be used internationally.  For more information or to open a Concentration Banking Account for your event, contact the Conference Business Operations team.  One of the major benefits of a Concentration Banking account is that they are configured to work with the IEEE Merchant Lending Program and Credit Card processing services.  This means that funds will flow seamlessly from the credit cards of attendees directly into the bank account of your conference.



 
  

Open Local Bank Account  
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Open a conference bank account as "The 
Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers, 
Inc., d/b/a Year IEEE Conference Title." 
– IRS Tax Identification Number: 13-1656633 

– Open a unique bank account for each conference, you are 
not allowed to keep bank accounts open from one year's 
event to the next 

All IEEE conference bank accounts provide for the signatures of 
at least two volunteers and the IEEE Staff Director-Financial 
Services or designee(s) 
– This will provide assurance to the conference and to IEEE of the availability of 

alternative signatures, if the need arises  

Guidelines for closing  bank accounts are in the IEEE 
Conference Organizers' Manual 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For some conferences, a Concentration Account may not be a viable option.  These events may consider opening a bank account at their local bank.  All local bank accounts should be opened in the name of “The Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers Inc. doing business as” followed by the year and the conference title.  All local bank accounts must be closed at the conclusion of the conference process—IEEE conference accounts are expressly prohibited from rolling over year to year.  All local bank accounts provide for the signatures of at least 2 volunteers and the IEEE Staff Director of Financial Services or a designee.  This policy is in place to ensure that IEEE headquarters has access to conference funds in the event of an emergency or unforeseen circumstances.  Signature cards should be directed to IEEE Headquarters for the Staff Director’s Signature, or in some parts of the world where that may not be possible, a designee like a local Chapter or Section Chair may be added as a signer on the account.  Contact the Business Operations Team to coordinate this process.  Guidelines for closing local bank accounts can be found in the IEEE Conference Organizers manual, but the key points are that all funds should be dispersed, with surplus going to the financial sponsors and the account should be closed once it is zeroed out. 



 
  

 
Fiscal Agent Representation 
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When your non-profit, co-
sponsor - manages the 
conference’s finances  

A key benefit is that you 
can take advantage of 
their local tax exempt 
status 
– local knowledge of tax laws  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For other conferences, fiscal agent representation may be the best option.  In this sort of arrangement, a not-for-profit organization other than IEEE manages the funds for the event in its general ledger.  This type of agreement often makes sense for conferences where IEEE is not a majority owner.  Also, fiscal agent representation can be very helpful for conferences that take place in countries where indirect taxes apply, like most European countries, because it can enable the conference to take advantage of the other entity’s tax exempt status.
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Conference Insurance 
 



 
  

Conference Insurance 
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General Liability & Property Damage is provided for all 
approved, financially sponsored IEEE conferences 

IEEE maintains Commercial General Liability (CGL) 
insurance to protect IEEE in the event a claim is made 
against IEEE and/or its Volunteers.  

The CGL insurance provides coverage for third-party 
bodily injury and property damage. 

IEEE Volunteers are included on IEEE’s insurance 
policies and protected while acting within the scope of 
their duly authorized duties as Conference Officers or 
Committee Members for the duration of the conference 
and its activities. 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 If your conference has been approved and is financially sponsored by IEEE, you are already covered by IEEE’s general liability insurance.  This policy is maintained by IEEE in the event that a claim is made against IEEE or its volunteers, and it provides coverage for third party bodily injury or property damage.  IEEE volunteers, including conference organizers and committee members, are included on IEEE’s insurance policies and are therefore protected while acting within the scope of their authorized duties.  For specific questions about coverage, contact the Business Operations group who will work with the IEEE Office of Risk Management to get you an answer.



 
  

Event Cancelation Insurance  
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Event cancellation insurance is 
available  

Take advantage of the IEEE buying 
power and receive a discounted 
rate 
– Submit your request to Conference 

Business Operations  

Societies: IEEE 100% financially 
sponsored  conferences  
automatically receive this 
insurance, no action is required  
– TAB is providing funding for all 100% 

financially sponsored society conferences 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IEEE also offers optional event cancellation insurance.  This insurance can provide valuable coverage for lost revenue and/or expenses that your event may incur as a result of an unforeseen cancellation, postponement or curtailment.  Purchasing this insurance through IEEE enables organizers to leverage the buying power of IEEE in order to receive discounted rates.  All conferences that are 100% financially sponsored by IEEE Societies will automatically receive cancellation insurance, which is funded by the Technical Activities Board.  All other conferences should contact Conference Business Operations to submit a request.
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Managing Funds 
NETSUITE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are now going to take a moment and test your knowledge on this topic. 



 
  

IEEE NETSUITE  
Process Change Conference Financial Reporting  
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IEEE is diligent regarding its compliance to current 
federal, state, and local regulations. As a result, we 
instituted the NetSuite product to ensure that processes 
are streamlined and that audit requirements are met.   

We need your help now to ensure that all of the 
appropriate data is collected and entered into the 
NetSuite product, so that required data is readily 
available when audits are performed. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And a quick word on NetSuite, IEEE is diligent regarding its compliance to current federal, state, and local regulations. As a result, we instituted the NetSuite product to ensure that processes are streamlined and that audit requirements are met. NetSuite will be rolled out to IEEE financially sponsored conferences in 2014.  NetSuite is a cloud-based bookkeeping tool that will be used to log conference transactions.  It provides a centralized data repository, and is very valuable for organizing conference financial data.  Using NetSuite to log transactions throughout the event can make the conference closing process much simpler, since summary financial data can be generated on demand.  Keep an eye out for updates on NetSuite training. 



 
  

NETSUITE & Conferences  
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Payments – funds paid 
via 
– Bank Check, Debit Card 

(Concentration Banking 
Acct), Cash 

Funds are paid to 
– Vendors 

– Eg. Hotel, Audio/Visual 

– Volunteer  
– Eg. Honorarium 

 

 

 

Deposits – funds are 
received via 
– Credit Card, Check, Wire 

Transfer, Cash 

Funds are received from 
– Attendees 

– Exhibitors 

– Corporate Donations 

 

 

NETSUITE is used to record all your financial transactions  
 

NETSUITE is not an online banking tool  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The two key point from this slide are that for financially sponsored conferences, held in 2014, you will need to use NETSUITE to record all your financial transactions. NETSUITE is not an online banking tool, but a consolidated repository for recording all financial transactions. 



 
  

Transaction Processing 
Accepting Payments 
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Your conference registration fees 
are the single most significant 
source of revenue (60% on 
average) 
– Other sources: exhibits, grants, 

workshops 

The majority of conferences now 
use an online tool for registration 

The key to a successful system is 
ensuring that all are compatible 
with one another 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll start out with some information on accepting payments.  For the vast majority of conferences, registration fees are the most significant source of revenue, usually accounting for 60% or more of the conference’s total revenue.  Other major sources of revenue typically include exhibits, grants or workshops.  Today, most conferences use an online tool for registration.  The key for conference treasurers is to ensure that the many components of this system, including a Payment Gateway, a Merchant Account and Operating account work together to get registration money into the conference bank account.  The Conference Business Operations team can assist you in making sure that all of these components are compatible, and we can also provide you with assistance in setting appropriate prices for registration.
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Contracts 
Conflict of Interest 
  
 



 
  

Contract Reporting 
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All contracts with a value of $25K USD or higher (budgeted 
income or expense), IEEE must review and execute contract for 
it to be considered valid 

A copy of all conference-related contracts of any dollar value 
should be remitted to IEEE Conference Business Operations for 
record keeping 
– Email contracts directly to: conference-contracts@ieee.org 

 

Are you getting the best deal possible?  

You can take advantage of MCE’s contract experts who can help 
you obtain the best possible deal  
– Leverage the IEEE buying power  

– For an evaluation, send your contract to: conference-contracts@ieee.org 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contracts with a value of $25,000 US Dollars or higher must be reviewed and executed by IEEE Conference Contracting and IEEE Procurement to be considered valid.  A copy of all conference-related contracts, regardless of the dollar amount, should be submitted to IEEE MCE for record keeping.  Contracts can be directed to conference-contracts@ieee.org.  Submitting contracts to MCE enables you to take advantage of our expert contract staff, who can help you to leverage the aggregate buying power of IEEE to get the best rate from your vendor.



 
  

Conflict of Interest 
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The Principles of Business Conduct / Conflict of Interest 
form needs to be completed by the Conference Chair & 
Treasurer before any payment commitment is made to 
a vendor (any expense item) 

Any individuals involved in making procurement 
decisions or business activities with financial 
implications that could represent a potential conflict of 
interest should also complete the Conflict of Interest 
form 

 http://www.ieee.org/about/corporate/compliance/index.html 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IEEE requires all conference chairs and treasurers to complete a Principles of Business Conduct and Conflict of Interest Form.  This form should be completed prior to making any expenditures or vendor commitments, but the best practice is to complete the form immediately after the conference is approved or as soon as possible thereafter.  This form is in place to identify any potential conflicts of interest in the way that volunteers or staff spend IEEE money.  For instance, if you have a family member who owns a company that provides audio-visual equipment for conferences, IEEE wants to know about that to ensure that purchases are made for the right reasons and not to give benefits to family.  For that reason, beyond just the chair and treasurer, any individual involved in making procurement decisions for the conference should complete the Conflict of Interest form.  The form can be submitted online and takes just a few short minutes to complete.
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Closing Your Conference       
Audits 



 
  

 
Closing the Conference   
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Once all transactions have finished, IEEE requires all 
conferences to submit proof that their operating account 
has been closed 
– For an account opened specifically for your conference, a copy of a 

bank statement showing $0 balance serves as proof of closure 

For conferences that entered into a Fiscal Agent 
agreement, an official letter from the agent stating that all 
funds related to the conference have been dispersed 
serves as proof of closure 

Conference surpluses should be remitted to the 
conference’s financial sponsors as soon as all other 
transactions are completed and within 6 months of the 
conference’s conclusion 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once your conference wraps up, you’ll probably still have a few outstanding bills to pay. As soon as those are paid, the conference account should be closed and the surplus should be remitted to the financial sponsors.  IEEE requires proof that the conference account has been closed.  For all accounts opened specifically for the event, a copy of the last bank statement showing $0 balance serves as proof of closure.  For events where a Fiscal Agent agreement was used, an official letter from the agent stating that all funds related to the conference have been dispersed serves as the proof of closure.  Remittance of surplus to financial sponsors and closure of the conference account should take place within 6 months of the conference’s conclusion per IEEE policy. 



 
  

Closing the Conference  
Loan Repayments  
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A conference typically requests a loan from the 
Organization Unit to begin the planning of the 
conference  
– The sponsoring IEEE OU will approve the loan and contact MCE 

Business Operations Team to process the request 

Part of the conference financial closing process is 
the repayment of all loans 
– You are required to repay all conference loans within one month 

after the conference 

Contact the MCE Business Operations team for 
details on sending checks or wire transfers to IEEE 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the beginning of the conference organizing process, many conferences request a loan from the sponsoring Organization Unit to begin planning the event, since the conference has not yet generated revenue of its own.  If the financial sponsor approves the loan, they will contact MCE Business Operations to process the request.  Then, within one month of the conference’s conclusion, all conference loans must be repaid.  This is a pre-requisite for closing your event.  If you need information on sending checks or wire transfers to IEEE, contact the Business Operations team for the relevant information. 



 
  

Closing the Conference 
Submitting Final Report 
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A final financial report showing 
all revenue and expenses for the 
conference should be submitted 
to IEEE within 6 months of the 
conference’s conclusion 

The preferred submission 
method is by using the IEEE 
Conference Financial Reporting 
tool  
– http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/or

ganizers/conf_app.html?pageType=finance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All financially sponsored conferences must submit a final financial report within 6 months of the conference’s conclusion.  This report should show all actual revenue and expense items for the conference, sorted by category.  The best way to submit this report is via the IEEE Conference Financial Reporting tool, which can be found at the URL seen here.



 
  

Closing the Conference  
Audit  
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IEEE policy requires any conference 
with total actual revenue or expense 
greater than $250,000 USD and IEEE 
financial sponsorship is greater than 
50% is required to be audited  

The audit can be performed by IEEE’s 
internal Operations Audit staff or by a 
certified local auditor 

Before contracting with a local auditor, contact MCE Business 
Operations team who will work with the IEEE internal audit 
group to ensure that the local auditor/s are  qualified 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, some conferences may be subject to a formal audit.  Any event with total actual revenue or expense greater than $250,000 USD and with greater than 50% IEEE sponsorship is required to have a formal audit.  The audit can be performed by IEEE’s Internal Audit staff, or by a qualified local auditor.  If your conference intends to go with a local auditor, please contact MCE Business Operations before beginning the process so that IEEE can ensure that the auditor is qualified.  In the event that IEEE internals' staff is handling the audit, contact the Business Operations Team for an Audit checklist to ensure that all required materials are being submitted.
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